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Chapter 7  
A Methodology for Verifying Fugitive Apparitions in Uncertain Glances 

 
 
Sense is overrated in theatres of uncertain 
glances modulate states of vibratory 
tuning often left to their own devices 
or lost in shuffle fugitive apparitions 
thrive in 

Harvey for instance 
haunting the edge of the poem 
inquisitor, provocateur 
to the angels who hang around 
the corner outside jazz clubs in Cleveland 

Music 
informs the wind of its meaning 
drifts into a poem a hundred years 
later, well beyond expiry 
date, a veritable fairy tale 
prince whose kiss shouts Arise 
 Harvey 
mounts his bike and rides, bound  
for uncertainty, bound for the magic 
recognition yields poppies 
flowering in stony detritus left 
by the last Ice, more than a mile 
high just here where it stopped 
and we invented the world 
in its looming cold truth 
 You can 
make this shit up and when you do 
be prepared to enter  
its consequences, the rest of the poem 
waiting on the next page, taut 
with excitement, waiting to see 
if these unfolding words   



will stretch into a story 
worthy of the end that came 
before it reeling toward 
a civilized smooch 

Blame the aurochs 
they didn’t resist hard enough, didn’t  
fight the pen, cut off from the indifferent 
range of their hunger 
by sticks or dogs or wire, didn’t  
trample the assholes rounding them up 
calling them doggies in Sumerian 
didn’t make for their further home  
before the song overtook their range 
and the whole lurid affair followed— 
bombs, bullets, every weaponized  
advance, every advance weaponized  
beyond pitiful delusions’ pale 
of a new better light bulb, a new   
better car—this one drives itself  
occasionally takes out some random 
 meat in the middle of the street— 
another flavoured deodorant  
for your crotch eliminates repellant 
flesh’s last lingering animal 
stink of fugitive apparitions  
in the shadow of the Ice  
imagines it all laid out 
in a catalog of exquisite 
labels or glass cabinets in little 
square rooms, even the poems 
captured, alphabetized, stored 
in a great poem warehouse—resistance 
is futile, present yourself 
to be penned 



An Idyll 

When mom is drunk and full of sand 
She laughs and sings, grabs your hand 
Happily bounces from wall to wall 
Lurches, stumbles down the Hall 
Mythically falls through an open door 
Screams and cries, writhes on the floor 
The swaying now a sinful site 
Of lame transgression’s limping blight, 
Daddy’s claim to prior right 
Of dark recess 

Some caves were meant for pirate stash 
And others for a secret bash 
Where diversions dance with funny twists 
Grin in the dark from foetid mists’ 
Cinematic blur. Others hold 
Secrets only serpents know 
Slithering down toward earth’s hot core 
Through roots and stones and bones galore 
Mouldering remains from some dim shore 
Receding 

Anagogic blows descend on fallen 
Hope for joyous union all in 
One big happy family, 
But all that darkness now set free 
Stumbles on toward Hall’s conclusion 
Woven through each deep contusion 
Glancing smacks, relentless flurry 
Rain on innocence with fury 
Jealous gods bequeath to bury 
Illicit knowledge 

Nothing more now can to be said 
Of Dad and Mom, and the Dancing Lad 
Who fell through the door in the Hall’s 



Receding light into mythy calls 
Beyond the blows and imprecations 
Hurled on untoward implications 
Of forbidden union’s wild infection 
Rages through each further reflection 
Of form’s prodigious wild successions 
Of love 

 
 
 

Mercurial ain’t  
the half of it, fugitive 
apparitions constituting 
foundational state of retort 
slide into unexpected 
bump as eternal grace 
strides by on long, taut 
legs, spreads a blanket in the shade 
down near the lake 
surrounded by willows 

She enters 
a figure Uncertain glances in the distance 
as the Kykean at Eleusis shows up 
along with the dog and fungal 
intoxicants’ enlarged depth 
of field, a processional giving 
leads to the unspeakable girl 
hooking up with Uncertain, getting 
it on in incursions leave Big Yam’s 
current aggressions against soul  
and spirit framed in parental myths 
kinky event 

 Fugitive apparition flies 
in the face of psychology’s Rx 
resolutions and literary ambitions, 
there’s just no explaining it 
in terms suitable for Good 
Housekeeping’s seal of approval  



or other canonical manuals of Certain 
 
 
The amplified sensorium 
yields vistas of immaculate 
oddity—audacious ain’t the half 
of it, a clichéd phrase of repeated  
occurrence and Zenonian  
expectation precipitates further 
vocabulary’s excessive deception 
and failure to close in on tortoise 
mock soup and heroic 
conclusions’ common terror 
at the thought of freed, Arise 
or even a little clarity in the midst 
of jammed up traffic nightmare’s 
esoteric revelation in stalled  
sea of red lights as the radio calmly  
dissects The Weed’s ancient gift 
pinned and poked 
alphabet of dead letters, T, C, B,  
H, D, arrayed in orders of fear 
and commodity futures, debated 
by doctors, politicians, cops 
shrinks and any random agent 
of the Doom Program who wants 
to leap in and pronounce on 
the brain chemistry of 14 year olds 
exposed to ecstasies, epiphanies 
and just plain old dislocation 
into realms of wonder, wandering 
unmoored mind adrift in modalities 
of the visible fugitive apparitions 
like to dawdle in 
 

 
A fugitive apparition on a speeding motorcycle 
breeds a small riot in mnemonic harbours 



of proletarian transit, disrupts chatter 
precedes entrance into labour’s loveless 
rearrangement of Stuff’s flow, closely chased 
by flashing red Doom lights, disappears 
into the maze enormous trailers cast 
in uncertain night 
 
Restaging ancient pieces of the cult 
exits the System, but it’s best to keep 
in mind profligate gestures 
in the mode of Lotte Lenya 
as antidote to heartless mind’s expulsion 
in the name of tomorrow’s perfect 
grace and popular terrains 
of terminal satiety 
 
The movement erupts from Let’s Go 
onset of heartmind’s vigorous laugh 
crosses the street en masse  
surges into anonymous dark, folds 
fugitive apparition into the next 
Whiskey Bar’s dark arms, whisks 
him out of System’s clutch 
even as lights and sirens converge 
out of the dark to put down 
 threat of The Small Riot 
occupy the night with their howl 
then rage through stacked canyons  
of desire’s boxed fulfillment 
cornering, questioning, demanding 
surrender, a methodology of terror 
meant to stamp uncertain outcome 
into a bloody pulp in order’s 
sacred name and interject fugitive 
apparition with certain unmistakable 
constraints forged out of that old 
familiar stuff, adamantine appeal  
into hungers’ ever renewed pause 



that refreshes 
 
Fugitive apparitions evade linear  
designations of directional flow 
find themselves in strange places  
lurk in the folds of Bake’s Oedipal  
apparitions ought  
to twist and turn  
instead of shouting 
Arise! 

But it did and Red 
is the east, too, toward a better world  
in birth, hammers going whence the sickles  
to play catch up, fugitive from a war  
waged on people defending their homes 
from those weak of heart, susceptible  
to alien abduction 

Fugitive has the ring  
of an ancestor flying, a condition  
of howdy to I-prefer-not-to  
but requires a methodology beyond  
current poetics’ enclosures’ limited  
repertoire, archery at the dark  
of the Moon before advanced  
technocrats sand-bagged words, stacked  
them against the tremendum’s  
mysterium and Uncertain’s insistence  
on stumble as a basic unit  
of cosmological fancy 

Radium, for instance,  
though that didn't turn out  
so well for us 
or does stumble require  
a different frame of literary reference  
say, rhymes with humble, a possible 
fumble connected beyond humble 
since it's closer to S in some scheme  
of things, the T does it, catching  



your toe as you pass by fugitive  
apparitions and fugitive glances  
recapitulate ontogeny  
in ways no one suspected 
 
Whose glances bounce off fugitive 
determination to escape clutches 
 such a sentence leads to 
with interrogative declarations  
of  je ne sais quoi 
 
Children ripped  
with certainty from mothers’  
arms, fathers’ arms is no fugitive  
apparition, hence the certainty 
of its utility to regimes of hatred 
a vibrational state emanating 
from interdimensional locales known 
to harbour regions of inexplicable dark  
breeds strict’s containments 
in constricting restricted strictures terrify 
things that grow, forced to flee as they can,  
other terrestrial suggestions 
follow in disorderly array,  
ripped 
from the arms  
is what it does, ruling 
the lowest archon in fits of pique par 
for the course Ishmael would say, another 
facet of the diamond, flawed  
but integral 

To what? 
Uncertain asks, uncertain, to which 
Methodology offers a scintillant 
whirlwind of repartee 
commencing with  
Up yours 
 



A recent analysis of existing (and non-existing) evidence suggests that Fugitive Apparitions have been using 
social media to sow states of uncertainty among ontological a priories in order to disrupt output of 
congestive narrative failure to exceed. Who is in the story and surprises the teller leaves vertigo to rule 
syntactic adumbrations with wanton abandon and unpredictable displays of morning’s splash of sunlight 
illumines fluttering face of another new world. Appealing to the lucidity of glass-off moments’ revelations 
of stones waver beneath rippled assurance of continued passage, Apparitions insist on speaking of minds’ 
their as an indication aliens among us is ourselves though not to rule out uncertain strangers visible only 
through sideways glances at the dinner table as a sign of supplementary extent. Experts await further 
studies but have publicly stated that facts are beside the point in this instance. Other instances, too. Chaos 
is its own anodyne. Other analyses concur. 

 
[The angel, she said,  
coming to meet you 
on the bridge, do you know  
its name?] 

 
Angels  

return, dance around the edge, twice 
in a day, quiet rhetorical surprises recall 
the fall, protective hands, mercy 
for a mortal plummet’s failed ascent 
to their song 

Earth is no cushion 
and there’s no escape 
from its hard embrace, Listen, 
sweetie, they sing, but keep  
your feet tapping the ground 
and never ever try to illuminate 
The Human Condition, stick 
to the pebbles stretch out  
before your new immobile eyes 
ineluctable 

terrain of the fallen 
 
 

This far into strange territory (terrain)  
and it refuses to cough up place names  
or even one familiar horizon, wracking  



the bush for a glimpse of sky, a rent  
and glint of distant water beyond tangled 
wall of incessant thrive  
whose old clutch dwells in weave’s 
web, green wall of each perfect leaf 
alive with phantasms and eidolons 
of a past, of a whatever happened 
to that ’57 Chev blue and white rag  
top she named Gypsy 
sign of wilder, further within 
an order of compulsory Oldsmobiles 
meaning let’s just go see what’s up there 
where mud track and bush meld 
or bush devours it depending on 
inclination which drops down and ends 
up at the Slough of Despond’s 
baby brother 

Harvey is no help 
here where angels 
disguise themselves 
as fairies, flicker 
among the birch 
at night, this far 

in and still uncertain 
terms shimmer in peach  
blush on still water’s 
immense sky, the same  
one inside where other 
shimmer swells 
in love 

 
Perfection’s apparition beyond the current 
jumble of stone’s laden with edge shattered 
reminder of mile high Ice 
flees with Shelley’s ghosts before time’s 
stiff breeze, holding its cap with one hand 
The Internationale clutched in the other 

 



Meanwhile, prisoners of starvation 
still starve, some  
also get burned alive 
in shoddy factories and 
or crushed by a falling roof 

  
the information, if judged gross 
by Perfection’s recent iteration 
as Be Nice to Each Other, Or  
Else, will get qualified and quarantined 
in triggrless Containment Centres 
designed to mute equanimity disruptions 
and unpleasant goads to thinking 
 
Perfectly safe, a kind of barricade 
misses oiut on Arise’s unavoidable  
street fight, as well as numerous feelings 
induced by bad and uncomfortable,  
though nowhere near as bad as the roof 
crushing you 
 
Perfection’s apparition flees down a hall 
stumbles, falls into a blind alley 
dumpster stink, flash of lunar 
illumination on smashed bottle shards 
little stars in the waste 
where empty boxes spill into shadow 

Arise 
Perfection orders, and Starvation  
rides in on a train from prison to haunt 
central precincts of Perfection’s  
instrumental hope, heartless 
mind’s delusional control 
written in cracked bones’ hieroglyphics 
ephemeral music 
of tortured screams 
agony of petrified mind 
 



Uncertain’s glances fall hopefully 
on The Small Riot erupted, they say, 
from Al-Andalus via The Last 
Whiskey Bar (now threatening 
to become a symbol and ruin 
the fun) but uninterested 
in perfection and glimpsing  
it there, packs up its Manifesto 
collection (including a rare item dated 
Paris 1871 stained with documented 
human blood) mementos of other 
sojourns, large and small, said to be worth 
a small fortune and much sought after 
by wealthy collectors and respectable 
art prisons 

and retreats to the lunch room 
for a toke 
 
 

If fugitive apparitions could stumble 
down the Hall and fall through the door 
they would wake up in an allegory  
where more and more meaning poured 
out forms of deviant girth and perverse 
expectations calibrated to maintain Sphinx 
Terror at maximum output levels 
to dissuade entrance to the Chamber  
at the end of the hall where she now waits 
the Unspeakable Girl 

who 
despite building anticipation 
of forbidden carnal titillation, just wants 
to cuddle, talk of methodology, and inquire 
as to the rationale for attacking Coney 
Cunt, sacred site of creation’s mysteries, 
with laser beams in order to turn 
incarnated splendour, majesty, profundity 
into “a little beautiful peach”  



 
This far in and the end rears up 
right in the centre of terra 
incognita, nameless moment  
of maybe understanding 
on the lam, another fugitive 
apparition in the moonlight 
 
Tempus fugit is a thing people say  
when they think they woke up 

 
 

 




